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2. Summary

2.1. General Objective of MELTIC

The aim of the project is to make research activities in ICT in Health and Biomedicine more open, transparent, and accessible in order to increase its research and societal impact and contribute thereby to improve the quality of life of European citizens in small communities. To support innovative and exciting initiatives to bring together different stakeholder groups to co-create research in ICT in Health and Biomedicine.

2.2. Specific Objectives

To co-produce suitable ideas for research in topics such as self-learning, false information discrimination and addiction prevention (ludopathy to games and gambling). The leading issue is how to use smart technologies to transform public spaces in small communities into people-friendly humane environments.
3. Objective

This document outlines the literature review for the “Ideas MELting pot for TIC and Health science for Citizens in small communities (MELTIC)” project, funded by the ORION Open Science project call for novel co-creation initiatives to open up research in life sciences and biomedicine.

3.1. General Objective of systematic review

The use of smart technologies in public spaces is increasingly creating new forms of social interactions and practices, which in return creates new socio-spatial relations and promotes interactions and communication between isolated and disperse communities. This argues for the need to re-think social practices and the use of public spaces, which in turn might also have an impact on the development of ICTs and their devices. The intertwining of real and virtual worlds also opens up new ways of advancing knowledge, gathering and interpreting the data, and disseminating the acquired knowledge.

It is astounding how developments in electronics, information and telecommunications permeate our daily lives, and almost every day something new is aggregated. Disciplines of Health and Information and Communications Technologies to improve the quality of life of European citizens in small communities along MELTIC project connects with diverse European Policy challenges such as depopulation, health, active aging, education, youth and climate change and seeks to identify current and future. Research in ICT in Health and Biomedicine, in topics such as self-learning, false information discrimination and ludopathy prevention in order to innovate about the use of existing public spaces and/or build new ones.

We are experiencing a digital era of real-time transmission of data and immense computing power. It is astounding how developments in electronics, information and telecommunications permeate our daily lives, and almost every day something new is aggregated. To set a comprehensive baseline for our project, a review of the state of art of the use of technologies in projects, activities and initiatives are developed:

a) That include aspects of interaction among users, ICT and social behaviour,
b) For spatial analyses, planning methodologies and public involvement
   c) On-line games
4. Material and Methods

A computerized literature search was conducted on Medline, the Cochrane Library, WOS, SCOPUS, and the other not included in PubMed: MDPI, IEEE Xplore and Google Scholar in order to identify relevant articles published between 2016 and 2020.

The keywords used in searching articles for effective results were a combination of ("telemedicine" OR "smartphone" OR "mobile application (app)" OR "Internet" OR "mHealth" OR "eHealth" OR "Internet of Things" OR "IoT") AND ("relapse prevention" OR "substances Use Disorder" OR "behavioural intervention" OR "rural treatment" OR "prevention" OR "rehabilitation" OR "harmful habits" OR "risk reduction behavior"). The keywords used to search articles were a combination of the previous ones. Systematic reviews that were found initially have then been used to identify additional relevant studies. The absence of homogeneous criteria among authors to choose keywords to describe their papers may have an undesirable consequence: an indeterminate number of papers may have been omitted by search engines.

4.1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

The criteria for inclusion required that the studies: (1) deal with patients or patients’ environments that use or form part of a ITC system, (2) have an evaluation of usability (3) be published in English (4) Open Access
Table 1. Inclusion criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selected articles</td>
<td>use of technologies in projects, activities and initiatives:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a) That include aspects of interaction among users, ICT and social behaviour,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) For spatial analyses, planning methodologies and public involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) On-line games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Scientific papers and reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>General population, patients, workers, young adults, adolescents, elderly people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication date</td>
<td>From 2016.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have excluded editorials, letters, opinion papers, and studies dealing with questionaries, health management, data protection, ethic and legal aspects and only technical descriptions. We have also excluded those studies related with hospital care or specialty care.

Table 2. Exclusion criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Exclusion Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exclusion Criteria</td>
<td>Not adjusted to inclusion criteria. Editorials, Letters, and Opinion Papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different Data Base</td>
<td>Duplicated or previous study ampliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Hospital care or speciality care as well as those studies which dealt with questionaries, health management, data protection, ethical and legal aspects, only technical description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>Questionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not obtained articles</td>
<td>Previous asking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not original studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2. Data synthesis

Two authors independently reviewed the selected papers and read the abstracts, in order to decide whether those papers should be read in their entirety. Once those studies were read, another filter was utilized in order to avoid duplication of studies or redundant material. For each study, a checklist to classify the type of paper was filled in, together with a form that included the main data or the study (reference, year, results, etc.).

Search strategies developed through electronic databases and manual search identified a total of 803 references. After eliminating duplicates and other inaccurate results, 623 were excluded and 180 were finally taken into account. Other systematic reviews carried out by different authors some years or months before were also very useful in identifying and including relevant studies not located by search engines. They have been divided by technology used in the studies, and according to the type of socio-medical application studies.

Publication types reviewed were: Article, Review and Short Survey, Editorials, Letters, and Opinion Papers were excluded as well as those studies which dealt with protection data, ethical and legal aspects, questionaries, health management, or only technical descriptions. We have also excluded those studies related with hospital care or specialty care. No restrictions were imposed on the quality of the study design, as studies are very heterogeneous. In Annexe 1 are papers included.

---

Figure 2. Paper selected
5. Results

Although most of the papers collected only partially cover the subject matter, the research performed for this document clearly demonstrates the high number of publications during recent years. The last 5 years were chosen to obtain a more accurate view of the technology currently available and their frequent uses.

The number of papers does not seem to have increased significantly since 2016 as Figure 3 shows. The 180 papers finally included in our review were classified into 4 categories taking into account linkage with IT means and social categories: (risk) behavior, (uses and abuses of unhealthy) substances, online game and education.

In Figure 4 it is presented papers which mention 4 previous categories presented from 2016 to 2020 (Npapers: 180)
The technology currently available and frequently used as presented in Figure 5. Technologies than provide useful help to patients, healthcare professionals, caregivers, men, women, wokers, general public, children, adolescents, .... in environments studied.

![Figure 5. Applications Areas in terms of ICT (Npapers: 180)](image)

In this work, the two categories which are of most interest to the authors are the WEB platform and Smartphone applications (APP). Both characterize more frequently used in our interest scenarios, presented in 150 papers. The works founded confirm the consolidation of the WEB platforms and Smartphones (APPs) in comparison with the other technological options in the last 5 years and reaffirms the technological option proposed in MELTIC.

In Figure 6 are showed the different technologies that can provide useful help to stakeholders in 29 social and healthcare environments. In Figure 7 we present users along 2016-2020.

![Figure 6. Users (Npapers: 180)](image)

*ORION has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 741527.*
Figure 7. Users 2016-2020 (Npapers=180)
6. Discussion

This research identifies relevant studies which exemplify the penetration of ICT in social and healthcare environments in real work flows. Most of the papers included only partially cover the subject matter about ICT in Health and Biomedicine and how to use smart technologies to transform public spaces in small communities into people-friendly human environments and promotes interactions and communication between isolated and disperse communities.

The research performed for this chapter clearly demonstrates the high number of publications on technology assessments. However, in despite of a large number of studies found, there is a lack of publications evaluating co-creation methodology, only observed in references [1] and [2] in relation to children obesity and hearth diseases. The number of articles dedicated to rural populations or regions with a dispersed population is also a scale in references [3], [4] and [5]. The works focused on population with minority or marginal conditions, depressed areas as in [6] and the existence of the digital gap presented in [7] have been considered interesting to highlight.

In Figure 3 and Figure 4, we observed that more than half of publications grouped as Behavior refers to the use of technologies to promote healthy habits or to change risky behaviors. Further, participants in several works also expressed the importance of having non-judgmental Information and they highlight the possibility of maintaining anonymity and without subjecting stigmatization. There is a great potential for health promotion practitioners to be engaged in app development for the purpose of promoting healthy behavior along all life, from early years to elder and health promotion in general. Another aspect described is the possibility of cultural adaptation of evidence-based Western therapies or behavior and is an important step toward better prevention and treatment of syndromes and illness in different communities by means of support of smartphone.

After reviewing the works, it can be stated that smartphone-based interventions play a key role in enabling the ubiquitous and proactive social and health monitoring and care services of the future and have the potential to reach a high amount of population completing what is available in Internet. Six ICT Technologies for tracking and monitoring have been showed in papers and reflected in Figure 5. and these include the use of WEB access and the use of Smartphones (APPs). Nevertheless, few papers show that access through apps does not ensure necessarily it enough usage but, in addition, it is assessed whether using the smartphone application is effective in decreasing substances used. Thus, the secondary research question is: “Is using a smartphone application targeting unhealthy substance use effective in reducing consume?”

Analysed works confirm the consolidation of the WEB platforms and Smartphones (APPs) in comparison with the other technological options in the last 5 years and reaffirms the technological option proposed in MELTIC.

This review has found important efforts dedicated at the dissemination of Internet-based interventions for prevention, treatment, and management of different disorders across countries, and should consider the effects that different recruitment channels and access paths may have on sample composition and utilization of the intervention.
The relationship between the general population and the smartphone both in relation to the attention to the new models of care that are oriented to navigate on the mHealth, we generally are today assisting to: a) an increasing interest on health of young subjects: in particular, recently special attention is devoted to the relation with the new forms of addiction caused by the mobile-technologies b) the creation of Apps for an asynchronous by remote psychological self therapy based on virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) with and without exergames, App based on exergames c) the creation of Apps for the self-awareness and empowerment for the correct use of the smartphone, as for example Apps that returns information on the time of use of different smartphone applications and d) an increasing interest to the design and assess models of care with a high technological content for providing psychological therapy to young subjects using the same technologies and /tools with whom they are familiar.

An aspect that appears in some works is the social evaluation about “digital divide” that conditions in important way interventions based on mobile, computer and Internet use in depressed areas [6] and [7]. Possible reasons include that it is not practical to deliver those interventions to the community en masse due to limited health care resources and the limited availability of evidence-based interventions and clinicians in routine practice, especially in rural areas.

In relations to Internet gaming disorder, a program evaluation study was conducted to assess the social impact of this program in mitigating symptoms of Internet gaming disorder and risky mobile or online behavior, and in bolstering emotional well-being. Disorders about risky online behavior are studied in a similar way as another risky behavior is. The great diffusion of ICT among young people and adolescents means that interventions are proposed to be practiced by them but focused on their parents substance use problems or mental illness.

Finally, a study that is peculiar and with difficul explanation is the first study indicating that an online program for prevention and early intervention may serve as facilitator in accessing conventional healthcare.
7. Conclusions

This research identifies relevant studies which exemplify the penetration of ICT in social and healthcare environments in real work flows. Most of the papers included only partially cover the subject matter about ICT in Health and Biomedicine and how to use smart technologies to transform public spaces in small communities into people-friendly human environments and promotes interactions and communication between isolated and disperse communities.

After reviewing the works, it can be stated that ICT in social and healthcare environments play a key role in enabling the ubiquitous and proactive health monitoring and health care services of the future.

Future ICT in Health and Biomedicine are likely to require an even greater amount of data derived from a multitude of different sensors. The algorithms employed within these applications will become computationally more complex, resulting in a higher processing effort. Also, depending on the use of case scenarios, different applications put higher demands on Internet and Mobile communications. At the same time, the new social and health care environments should operate the use of technologies to promote healthy habits or to change risky behaviors and having non-judgmental Information and possibility of maintaining anonymity and without subjecting stigmatization. Here is presented the great potential for health promotion practitioners in app development in order to promote healthy behavior along all life with the possibility of cultural adaptation and also help to fight against depopulation in rural areas.

The fact that the most studied technology are WEB platforms and Smartphone (APPs), as shown in Figure 5, and that the percentage of studies dedicated to the assessment of the other four technologies is low, leads to confirm the consolidation of the WEB platforms and Smartphones (APPs) in comparation with the other technological options in the last 5 years and reaffirms the technological option proposed in MELTIC.

The use of ICT in social and healthcare environments provides a lot of benefits and an important advance in transform public spaces and promotes interactions and communication between isolated and disperses communities, improving the efficiency, quality, equity, interactions and communication and promotes interactions and communication between isolated and disperse communities.

But these successful factors may be accompanied by drawbacks about evaluating co-creation methodology, rural populations or regions with a dispersed population, minority or marginal conditions, depressed areas and the existence of the digital gap have been considered interesting to highlight. The study of these critical factors can guide not only in the promotion, but also in the prevention in social and healthcare applications.
8. Strength and Limitation of review

8.1. Strength

- Systematic review from 2016 along the last 5 years
- WEB platform and Smartphones (APPs) Technologies seem to be consolidated without big variations along these 5 years
- Great diversity of potential users

8.2. Limitations

- The evaluation of the methodological quality of studies has not been an easy task because of the heterogeneity of the papers included in the review.
- Most of the papers included only partially cover the subject matter.
- Limitacion or confusion about terms eHealth, Telemedicine, mHealth. For example, mHealth sometimes is refered as e-mail, sometime refered as mobilephone....
- Difference between the user recruitment process and adherence to the study as well as the results obtained
- An indeterminate number of papers may have been omitted by search engines due to the absence of homogeneous criteria to choose keywords to describe their papers.
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